Research Committee Meeting  
Friday, November 19, 2010  
10:00 – 10:45 AM  
Room 200, SC  
Minutes

**Members present:** Mohammad Tabatabai, Justin D Walton, Dennis Frisby, Frankie White, and Anton Wohlers.  
Members not present: Ann Nalley, P. K. Das, Ryaichi Nakahara (student) and Jake McClellan (student).

Anton Wohlers presided over the meeting in the absence of the Committee Chair, P. K. Das.

A. Approval of previous meeting’s minutes

B. Reconsideration/recommendation on research grant proposals:

   I. *Participation as Pianist, Presenter and Lecturer in an International Conference on the Editing of Piano Music in Taipei City, Taiwan in May, 2011* by Thomas Labe  
      The committee considered the responses provided by Dr. Labe and following some discussions, recommended funding the proposal.

   II. *Numerical Approximation of Systems Representing Wound Healing* by Wayne Eby (resubmitted following consideration by the committee at the previous meeting.)  
      The committee recognized the scientific relevance of the work proposed and recommended funding the revised proposal.

C. Any other item or discussion? None.

D. Next meeting- left open

E. Adjourn 10:45 AM